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Abstract
This work investigates different selection and training schemes
to improve the naturalness of synthesized text-to-speech voices
built on found data. The approach outlined in this paper exam-
ines the combinations of different metrics to detect and reject
segments of training data that can degrade the performance of
the system. We conducted a series of objective and subjective
experiments on two 24-hour single-speaker corpuses of found
data collected from diverse sources. We show that using an
even smaller, yet carefully selected, set of data can lead to a
text-to-speech system able to generate more natural speech than
a system trained on the complete dataset. Moreover, we show
that training the system by fine-tuning from the system trained
on the whole dataset leads to additional improvement in natu-
ralness by allowing a more aggressive selection of training data.
Index Terms: TTS, data selection, found data

1. Introduction
A large quantity of found data is available, such as web data,
public speeches, news and radio broadcasts, YouTube videos,
phone conversations, and audiobooks. Those data can be of
interest because a large quantity can be available for free and
the naturalness of found data (e.g. spontaneous speech) can
sometimes be higher than dataset dedicated to Text-To-Speech
(TTS). Also, sometimes it is not possible to record the voice of
a speaker because he doesn’t have time, he’s passed away or
is for instance afflicted with Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinsons or
Motor Neuron Disease (MND [1]). However, training TTS sys-
tems from found data is not straightforward because this kind of
data can be really diverse in terms of audio characteristics and
available transcription. Being not controlled, the speech record-
ings can show a lot of variations, be inconsistent, be highly ex-
pressive, be multi-speaker, and have background noise. Also,
text transcriptions can be inaccurate, incomplete or unavailable.
Thus, it is of interest to develop data selection methods for pro-
ducing high-quality voices from heterogeneous data sources.

Different selection approaches have been proposed for data
selection in previous work. In [2], authors controlled the record-
ing conditions by producing a recording-condition-based clus-
tering and only using utterances from one cluster. Variance in
speaking style was also controlled by removing outliers based
on the mean and standard deviation of pitch. They also dis-
carded sentences with a low alignment score in order to remove
poorly-aligned utterances. Combination of these approaches for
a unit-selection system resulted in a better voice. Audiobooks
are an other popular source of found data useful for the build-
ing of TTS systems [2–6]. In [5] controlled misalignment by
selecting only utterances with high automatic alignment con-
fidence scores and created a module for selecting utterances
with a uniform speaking style in order to build a corpus of
60 hours of speech from audiobooks in 14 different languages
for the purpose of building HMM-based voices for these lan-

guages. In [3], low-confidence utterances were discarded based
on ASR confidence rather than alignment. They developed an
automatic method for determining utterance naturalness as well.
Despite discarding nearly half the original data, they found that
the HMM voices they trained using both of these methods were
judged to be significantly better than using all of the data in
a preference test. In [7], the authors showed that selecting a
smaller, cleaner subset for voice building gave better results
and was less time-consuming than building from a full, noisy
dataset. They did experiments on three datasets: an artificially-
degraded set of clean speech, a single-speaker database of found
speech, and a multi-speaker database of found speech. They
proposed various utterance-level metrics which were indicators
of the measure of goodness of an utterance. In [8], the au-
thors produced subsets of utterances based on different met-
rics as well, and showed that removing hyper-articulated out-
lier utterances and combining hypo-articulation with low mean
F0 could lead to significantly more natural voice than the base-
line. In [9], they found that selecting from utterances based on
metrics such as standard deviation of F0, fast speaking rate and
hypo-articulation produces the most intelligible voices. In [10]
they found that selecting training data based on speaker features
rather than on individual-utterance features leads to the creation
of overall more intelligible voices. They also found that an even
more substantial improvement in intelligibility can be made by
selecting training speakers based on a number of acoustic fea-
tures combined. The significant improvements over the baseline
obtained by more intelligently selecting training data indicates
that some parts of a larger corpus, and in fact some speakers,
are better suited for TTS than others.

In [11] we investigated several metrics to detect different
categories of errors in segments of training data that could
degrade the performance of a TTS system. Small, 1.5-hour
datasets were extracted from Mandarin Chinese audiobooks that
had different characteristics (recording condition, narrator, tran-
scription). Our experiments showed that three metrics related
to the narrator’s articulation (Non-fluency, Std. syl dur and Std.
F0) could significantly improve the naturalness of TTS systems
trained on expressive audiobooks. In the current work, we ex-
plore different combinations of selection metrics and training
schemes in order to obtain additional improvements in natural-
ness of TTS. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the different metrics which are used for selection,
in Section 3, we present the experiments on two Mandarin Chi-
nese datasets of found data. Finally, Section 4 concludes our
findings and discusses our future work in this direction.

2. Proposed approach
2.1. Dataset

We collected data for one male speaker (Speaker A) and one
female speaker (Speaker B). Both of them are politicians so a
large quantity of found data is available online. 30 hours of data
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were collected for each speaker. Speaker A’s data consist of 68
different recordings and Speaker B’s data include 114 different
recordings. The quality and styles of their recordings vary a lot
due to multiple factors. For example, the speeches given out-
doors, at a stadium, in a lecture hall or in a studio have differ-
ent noise levels and reverberation. One-on-one interviews are
calmer, while political campaigns are emotionally heightened.
Important occasions like international political events and ca-
sual occasions like guest lectures also lead to different speak-
ing styles. In terms of recording devices, some of them were
recorded by mobile phones, while some others were recorded
by professional equipment such as shotgun microphones. Since
the recordings spanned over a decade, their voices changed
over time. Both speakers have Southern Chinese accents, or
more precisely Taiwanese accents. All recordings were loosely
transcribed to get rough transcripts which might include errors.
Time boundaries of the utterances were extracted using a long
text-audio alignment system for Mandarin Chinese based on
a lightly supervised approach described in [11], following the
same path as the ones proposed in [12–23], and about 27 hours
of data were left for each speaker after the procedure.

2.2. Selection Metrics

In [11] we broadly categorized the errors and variations in found
data into four main types: Misalignment errors due to bad tran-
scription, poor acoustic models used for automatic alignment,
poor acoustic condition, or poor pronunciation; Features com-
putation errors due to poor estimation of speech features such
as pitch or spectral envelope; Variation in channel conditions
due to microphone conditions, channel noise, etc. And finally,
variation in articulation, due to highly expressive speech or un-
usual speaking styles, can result in lower naturalness of the syn-
thesized speech. To identify those errors and variations for data
selection purposes, we use a set of 14 metrics defined in the fol-
lowing. Phone Matching Error Rate (PMER [24]) is used to as-
sess the reliability of the transcripts and to detect potential mis-
alignment errors resulting from the lightly supervised alignment
procedure. It is computed by scoring the lightly supervised de-
coding output of a speech segment against the corresponding
aligned transcripts used as reference. Voiced/Unvoiced Mis-
match Rate is used to assess reliability of F0 estimation (feature
estimation error) and phoneme boundary precision (misalign-
ment error). Each frame can be mapped to a phoneme based
on forced-alignment output. A frame is voiced/unvoiced mis-
matched if it is a voiced phoneme but with zero F0 or it is an
unvoiced phoneme but with non-zero F0. It is computed as the
ratio of the number of voiced/unvoiced mismatched frames to
the number of non-silence frames. Utterance duration is used
to reject sentences that are too long or short which may not
be desirable for the training. Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is
used to assess the recording quality (variation in channel condi-
tion). It is computed as the ratio of the signal power to the noise
power. Mean Opinion Score Listening Quality Objective (MOS-
LQO) is used to assess the recording quality and the reliability
of acoustic feature estimation from vocoder. MOS-LQO [25]
is a MOS-scaled value transformed from ITU-T P.862 percep-
tual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), which is an objec-
tive method for end-to-end speech quality assessment of tele-
phone networks and speech codecs. Here, the original record-
ing is used as the reference and its copy-synthesized audio is
used as the degraded version. Articulation [8, 26] is used to as-
sess variation in articulation and detect abnormal articulation.
It is defined as the power of the speech portion multiplied by

the average syllable duration. Non-fluency is used to assess the
reading fluency (variation in articulation) and the quality of the
alignment procedure (misalignment error). It is defined as the
ratio of the average internal silence (other than the start and
end ones of the segment) duration to the average syllable dura-
tion. Standard Deviation Energy is used to assess the consis-
tency of energy. Mean, standard deviation and mean absolute
slope (MAS) of F0 are used to assess the range and the variation
of F0 of the target speaker and to detect potential estimation er-
rors (octave-error). Compared to Std. F0, MAS F0 focuses on
the differences between adjacent frames. Voiced Rate is used to
assess F0 estimation and to improve the intelligibility of TTS.
It is computed as the ratio of the number of voiced frames to
the number of non-silence frames. For Mandarin Chinese, each
syllable consists of either only sonorants or sonorants preceded
by an obstruent, so it is very likely to have F0 estimation error if
the voiced rate is low. Moreover, it shows that training TTS with
higher voiced rate data leads to more intelligible voice in [10].
Finally, Mean and standard deviation of Syllable Duration are
used to assess the range and the consistency (variation in artic-
ulation) of speaking rate of the target speaker.

2.3. DNN architecture and training description

In order to evaluate the effect of the data selection made ac-
cording to different combination of the metrics on the synthe-
sized speech, several TTS systems were trained and evaluated
as described in Section 3. For each system we used a deep feed-
forward neural networks (DNNs) as a deep conditional model
to map linguistic features to acoustic features directly [27]. The
input features for all neural networks consisted of 616 linguistic
features. 613 of these represented the linguistic context includ-
ing quinphone identity, part-of-speech and positional context of
phoneme, syllable and word within a syllable, word and breath
groups, respectively. The remaining 3 are within-phone posi-
tional information: the number of frames from the start and
the end of the phone, and the total number of frames in the
phone. WORLD [28] was used to extract 60-dimensional Mel-
Cepstral Coefficients (MCCs), 3-dimensional band aperiodici-
ties (BAPs), and fundamental frequency on log scale logF0 at
5 msec frame intervals. The output features of neural networks
thus consisted of MCCs, BAPs, and logF0 with their deltas
and delta-deltas, plus a voiced/unvoiced binary feature. Before
training, the input features were normalized using min-max to
the range [0.01, 0.99] and output features were normalized to
zero mean and unit variance.

The Merlin toolkit [29] was used for the training. The DNN
model used for the mapping consists of 9 feed-forward hidden
layers; the first 2 and the last 2 hidden layers have 1024 hy-
perbolic tangent units, and the rest have 512 hyperbolic tan-
gent units. The output layer consists of linear activation func-
tion. Besides, the 3rd, 6th and 9th hidden layers includes batch
normalization. Learning rate was fixed at 0.001, warm-up mo-
mentum was 0.5, dropout rate was 0.05, and number of training
epochs was 100 while the batch size was 512. For duration
model we used a Gradient Boosting Regression tree. At synthe-
sis time, Maximum likelihood parameter generation (MLPG)
was applied to generate smooth parameter trajectories from the
de-normalized neural network outputs. Spectral enhancement
in the cepstral domain was applied to the MCCs to enhance nat-
uralness for subjective evaluation. Systems were trained on the
selected data from scratch or by fine-tuning the acoustic model
trained on full data. Our fine-tuning approach consists of con-
tinued training of a previously trained model in which the pa-
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Figure 1: Cumulative durations of the training data according
to PMER (left) and mean syllable duration (right) for speaker A
with knee points (magenta and red) and half-data point (cyan)
thresholds.

Table 1: Metric thresholds used for selection, selection metric
sets and corresponding quantity of data.

Metric thresholds Selection metric sets

Measure(x) Speaker A Speaker B v1 v2 v3 v1 v2 v3

PMER x<37.7 x<23.6 x<39.5 x<27.3

V/UV x<37.6 x<30.0 x<41.4 x<32.4

SNR x>12.0 x>27.8 x>16.9 x>23.3

MOS-LQO x>1.2 x>2.1 x>1.2 x>1.8

Utt Dur x∈]1;30[ x∈]1;30[ x∈]1;30[ x∈]1;30[

Non-fluency x<2.04 x<2.3

Std Syl Dur x∈]0.06;0.11[ x∈]0.05;0.10[

Std F0 x∈]23.9;51.9[ x∈]30.2;76.7[

Mean Syl Dur x∈]0.14;0.22[ x∈]0.15;0.20[

Mean F0 x∈]111.7;158.6[ x∈]138.8;211.4[

MAS F0 x<9.0 x<12.2

Std Energy x<10.5 x<27.5

Articulation x<265.6 x∈]17.5;425.6[

Voiced Rate x>73.6 x>65.5

Speaker A (h) 11.5 7.1 4.8 2.7 2.0 1.5

Speaker B (h) 12.1 8.1 5.4 4.6 3.2 2.3

rameters from first 4 hidden layers are frozen.

3. Experiments and Results
20 utterances (about 2.6 minutes) were selected from the 27-
hour dataset as the test set. For each selection we selected the
validation dataset in a 1:9 valid/train ratio. The selection thresh-
old of each metric was determined based on the cumulative plot
of the metrics as illustrated in Figure 1 for PMER and Mean
Syllable Duration. We considered the knee points of the curve
as the threshold to discard the worst data from one or both ends
depending on the metric as shown in Table 1. For some mea-
sures (blue cells in the table), we also considered half-data point
as the threshold for the selection. Half-data points were more
aggressive and led to smaller selections than knee points. By
combining the different metrics, we obtained 6 selection sets
per speaker. A TTS system was built for each selection, trained
from scratch and by fine-tuning from the system trained on the
full dataset as described in Section 2, leading to 12 systems + 1
system trained on the full dataset per speaker.

3.1. Objective Evaluation

We evaluated the 12+1 systems trained for both speakers’
datasets in terms of Mel-Cepstral distortion (MCD), root mean
square error of pitch (F0-RMSE), root mean square error of du-
ration in frames (DUR-RMSE) and voice/unvoiced mismatch
(VUV). The results are presented in Table 2. In general, systems
trained by fine-tuning lead to better results in terms of MCD and

Table 2: Results from objective evaluation.
Speaker A MCD F0-

RMSE
DUR-
RMSE

V/UV

(dB) (Hz) (frames)(%)
full 6.17 33.56 12.97 15.64

v1 knee scratch 6.19 32.08 12.70 16.53
fine-tuned 6.13 31.97 12.70 15.50

v2 knee scratch 6.23 31.95 12.67 15.31
fine-tuned 6.16 31.60 12.67 15.23

v3 knee scratch 6.29 31.61 12.94 15.04
fine-tuned 6.22 32.47 12.94 15.16

v1 half scratch 6.35 33.19 12.66 15.20
fine-tuned 6.23 32.53 12.66 14.79

v2 half scratch 6.39 32.06 12.62 15.01
fine-tuned 6.24 31.94 12.62 15.15

v3 half scratch 6.41 33.30 12.83 14.68
fine-tuned 6.23 32.59 12.83 14.86

Speaker B MCD F0-
RMSE

DUR-
RMSE

V/UV

(dB) (Hz) (frames)(%)
full 6.60 30.72 15.46 18.30

v1 knee scratch 6.48 30.75 14.93 17.67
fine-tuned 6.46 30.99 14.93 17.66

v2 knee scratch 6.51 30.80 15.23 18.48
fine-tuned 6.46 31.19 15.23 18.28

v3 knee scratch 6.67 31.56 15.37 19.04
fine-tuned 6.56 31.82 15.37 18.42

v1 half scratch 6.43 30.49 14.86 19.19
fine-tuned 6.34 30.48 14.86 17.91

v2 half scratch 6.46 31.09 15.25 19.05
fine-tuned 6.36 31.08 15.25 18.15

v3 half scratch 6.59 31.28 15.47 18.95
fine-tuned 6.45 30.81 15.47 18.90

F0-RMSE. For speaker A it appears that globally data selection
leads to better results in terms of F0-RMSE, duration and V/UV

error, but worst in MCD. Conversely, for speaker B results are
better in terms of MCD but worst in F0-RMSE and V/UV error
except for the system trained on data selected by v1 half-data
threshold using fine-tuning which achieves the best results.

3.2. Subjective Evaluation

To evaluate the naturalness of the synthesized speech, we con-
ducted four listening tests (Tests 1-4) with native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese. 35 sentences of varying length and struc-
ture, not part of the training set, were used to generate audios
from each TTS system. Each test consisted of 36 pairs of au-
dios, and were completed by 36-41 people. Participants were
asked to compare the two audios in a pair and choose the one
they found better overall, considering audio quality, enuncia-
tion, rhythm, as well as intonation. The following factors were
fully randomized: the sentences used in each test, the order of
presentation of the audio pairs in a test, and the left and right lo-
cations of the two audios in a pair. We analyzed participants’ re-
sponses using logistic regression, a statistical model commonly
used for binary outcome variables.

We first tested whether the TTS systems trained on selected
data from scratch had performed better than the TTS systems
trained on the full set of data. One of the two audios in each
pair came from the TTS system trained on the full set of data;
the other audio came from one of the following three kinds of
TTS systems: systems trained from scratch on data selected by
metrics set v1, v2, or v3. Results of test are presented in Fig-
ure 2(a). For each speaker, all evaluated data selections lead
to significant improvement1 in naturalness compared to the sys-
tem trained on the full corpus. It also appears that the choice of
thresholds and the speaker don’t have effects on their own, but
there is an interaction between them, e.g., for speaker A, synthe-
sized speech is significantly more desirable in systems trained
on larger selections made according to knee point thresholds
rather than the more aggressive half-data thresholds (z=2.998,
p=0.0109). Hence the main result of this test is that systems
trained on selected data generate more natural speech than sys-
tem trained on the whole dataset.

In the second listening test, we tested whether removing
data according to knee-point thresholds or the more aggressive
half-data thresholds had produced better TTS system. One of
the two audios in each pair came from the TTS systems trained
on data selected using knee point thresholds, and the other au-
dio came from the TTS systems trained on data selected using
half-data thresholds. Results are presented in Figure 2(b). Sys-
tems trained on smaller selections made according to the half-
data thresholds are significantly more desirable than the ones
according to the knee-point thresholds in Speaker B’s fine-tuned

1full<v1 (z=3.917, p=8.98e-05), full<v2 (z=3.609, p=0.000307),
full<v3 (z=2.960, p=0.003081)
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Figure 2: Results of the subjective evaluation: (a) Test 1: full data (orange), selected data (blue); (b) Test 2: half-data (blue), knee
point (yellow); (c) Test 3: fine-tuned (orange), from scratch (blue); and, (d) Test 4: v1 (blue), v2 (green), v3 (yellow)

models (z=3.837, p=0.000497). However, systems trained on
selections made according to the knee-point thresholds are sig-
nificantly more desirable than the ones according to the half-
data thresholds in Speaker A’s trained-from-scratch models (z=-
3.025, p=0.009953). Hence the main result of this test is that for
systems trained using fine-tuning, selection can be more aggres-
sive to select better data because less data is needed, whereas
for systems trained from scratch, there is a trade-off between
the amount of data and the quality of the selected data.

In the third test, we sought to determine if fine-tuned sys-
tems had produced more natural speech than the ones trained
from scratch for all the selection sets. One of the two audios
in each pair came from TTS systems trained from scratch using
selected data, and the other audio came from TTS systems that
were trained on the full dataset and fine-tuned on the selected
data. The summary of the listener’s preference are presented
in Figure 2(c). It shows that speech generated from fine-tuned
systems is significantly more preferable to trained-from-scratch
systems (z=-1.979, p=0.0479). Also, the effect of fine-tuning
is significantly larger in speech generated from smaller selec-
tion according to the half-data thresholds compared to the knee-
point thresholds (z=3.218, p=0.00129). Finally, it appears that
the effect of preference toward fine-tuned model is also modu-
lated by the metrics set 2. Those results are valid for both speak-
ers as there is no significant difference between them. Looking
at results of the second and third tests combined, performance of
our TTS systems trained on the four kinds of selected data can
be ranked in the following order, from highest to lowest: fine-
tuned half threshold, fine-tuned knee thresholds, from-scratch
knee thresholds, and from-scratch half thresholds.

In the last test, we attempted to determine the best set of
selection metrics. Since the third test had shown that fine-tuned
systems performed better than trained-from-scratch systems, we
evaluated the metrics on the fine-tuned TTS systems. We used

2v3>v1 (z=2.439, p=0.0147); v2>v1 (z=2.559, p=0.0105); v3=v2
(z=0.144, p=0.8855)

the Method of Paired comparisons [30, pp. 10–11] to rank these

selection criteria on different experimental conditions. Listen-
ers selected their preferred clip in a pair of audio that came from
two of the three kinds of TTS systems: systems trained on data
selected by metric set v1, v2, or v3. Figure 2(d) shows the per-
ceptual score for each metric set given by the Method of Paired
Comparisons. The results suggest that the new sets of selection
metrics proposed in this paper (in addition to those from our
previous work in [11]) did not help improve the quality. Fur-
ther investigation is needed to determine the best combination
of selection metrics.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We investigated different selection and training schemes to im-
prove the naturalness of synthesized text-to-speech voices built
on found data. The objective and subjective experiments ran
on two 24-hour single-speaker corpuses of found data collected
from diverse sources showed that using a carefully selected set
of data using a combination of metrics can lead to a text-to-
speech system able to generate more natural speech than a sys-
tem trained on the complete dataset. Moreover, we showed that
training the system by fine-tuning from the system trained on
the whole dataset leads to additional improvement in natural-
ness by allowing a more aggressive selection of the training
data compared to systems trained from scratch on the same se-
lection. In future work we plan to focus on finding an optimal
combination of the metrics by running more experiments on the
same datasets. We are also interested in investigating the ben-
efits of our proposed data selection strategies in more recent
TTS systems based on sequence-to-sequence mapping such as
Char2Wav [31], Tacotron [32] etc.
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